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Int roduct ion: Who Am I? 

 Hi, I’m Daniel Merlin Goodbrey. 
 I’m a senior Lecturer in Narrat ive & 

Interact ion Design at  The Universit y Of 
Hert fordshire. 

 I also work as a freelance comic creator 
and as a consultant  for companies that  
want  to do weird things using comics. 

 I’ve created a large body of 
experimental digital comics over the 
course of the last  decade. 

 Today I’m here to talk about  one of the 
new direct ions in digital comics that  I’m 
current ly exploring: Game Comics. 



Game Comics: What  are they? 

 In my abst ract  for this talk, I defined 
Game Comics as follows: 
 

“ Game Comics marry the convent ions of 
the comics medium to those of interact ive, 
narrat ive-based videogames. In doing so they 
at tempt  to combine the juxtaposit ion-based 
spat ial language of comics with gaming t ropes 
common to the adventure and puzzle genres.”  
 

But  in t ruth, I’m st ill in the process of 
evolving a solid definit ion of the new form 
I’m current ly t rying to work within. 
So let ’s unpick the above statement  with 
the aid of some examples. 



Games: What  are they? 

 V ideogame theorist J esper J uul 
defines  games as  follows: 
 
“ A game is  a rule-based system with a 
var iable and quantifiable outcome, 
where different outcomes are ass igned 
different values , the player  exerts  
effort in order  to influence the 
outcome, the player  feels  emotionally 
attached to the outcome, and the 
consequence of the activity are 
negotiable.”  



Games: What  are they? 

 J uul identifies  the s ix key 
characteristics  of a game as : 
 
• R ules . 
• V ariable, quantifiable outcome. 
• V alorisation of outcome. 
• P layer  effort. 
• P layer  attached to outcome. 
• Negotiable consequences . 

 



Games: What  are they? 

 J uul also  usefully divides  videogames into two 
major  categories : 

 
 Games Of E mergence 

“ E mergence is  the primordial game structure 
where a game is  specified as  a small number of 
rules  that combine and yield… a large number 
of game variations”  

 Games of P rogress ion 
“ P rogress ion is  the historically newer structure 
that entered the computer game through the 
adventure genre… T he player  must perform a 
predefined sequence of actions  [to progress] .”  

 



Comics: What  are they? 

 In Understanding Comics , S cott McCloud 
defined the comics  medium as : 

“ J uxtaposed pictorial and other images  in 
deliberate sequence”  

 L ater , in examining the mechanics  of 
how comics  are read, McCloud focuses  
specifically on the vital role of closure, 
observing that: 

“ In a very real sense, comics  is  closure.”  

 T his  foregrounds  the importance of the 
reader in constructing the narrative 
implicit between two juxtaposed images  
 
 



Comics: What  are they? 

 In his  later  book, R einventing Comics , 
McCloud begins  to cons ider  the 
poss ibilities  of comics  on the screen. 

 In seeking to recognise the range of new 
forms of comic that may emerge as  
result of this  trans ition, McCloud 
suggested a broader and s impler  
definition of comics  as : 
“ A temporal map”  

 T his  foregrounds  the idea that, in 
comics , movements  in space are used to 
represent movements  in time. 
 

 



Comics: What  are they? 

 T eas ing out some of the key 
characteristics  of comics , 
according to McCloud: 
• J uxtaposed images  
• Deliberate sequences  
• Closure between panels  
• Comics  as  T emporal Maps  
• Movements  In S pace Used T o 

R epresent Movements  In T ime 

 



Game Comics: What  are they? 

Games 

Rules 
Quant if iable outcome 

Valorisat ion of outcome 
Player effort  

Player at tachment  
Negot iable consequences. 

Comics 

Juxtaposed images 
Deliberate sequences 

Closure between panels 
Temporal Maps 
Space As Time 

 

Game Comics 



Game Comics: What  are they? 

 Game Comics  exist in the middle 
ground between comics  and 
games 

 B ut: Game Comics  are not just 
comics  that are also games (or  
vice versa). 

 Instead, think of them as  games 
that make specific use of the key 
characteristics  of comics  in their  
gameplay. 



Game Comics: What  are they? 

Games 

Rules 
Quant if iable outcome 

Valorisat ion of outcome 
Player effort  

Player at tachment  
Negot iable consequences. 

Game Comics 
Games played using: 

Juxtaposed images 
Deliberate sequences 

Closure between panels 
Temporal Maps 
Space As Time 

 



Game Comics: Antecedents 

 Game Comics  are (I think) a new form of 
comic, of which there are relatively few 
examples . 

 I’m keen to hear  any examples  others  
can suggest that might fit my working 
definition. 

 I’m also trying to create my own series  
of Game Comics  and I’ll shortly share 
my efforts  so far . 

 B ut firs t, here are few of the not-quite 
Game Comics , or  Game Comic 
antecedents  that I’ve spotted. 
 



Not  A Game Comic: Max Payne 



Not  A Game Comic: Max Payne 

 Popular 3rd Person 
shooter videogame from 
2001. 

 An example of comics 
used as a linking 
narrat ive sequence 
within a game. 

 Comic elements and 
game elements remain 
completely separate. 

 Clearly not  a Game 
Comic. 



Antecedent : Dice Man 



Antecedent : Dice Man 
 A five issue 2 0 0 0 AD spinoff 

created by P at Mills  in 19 8 6 . 
 Combines  comics  with the 

game rules  of choose-your-
own-adventure game-books . 

 An example of what J uul 
would call a progress ion 
game. 

 Works  well as  an example of 
a comic that is  also a game. 

 B ut it is  not a game that 
plays  specifically with the 
key characteristics  of 
comics . 



Antecedent : Hypercomics 

 A hypercomic can be defined as  a 
comic with a multi-cursal (non-
linear) narrative structure.  

 In a hypercomic, the choices  made 
by the reader may effect : 
• T he sequence of events  
• T he outcome of events  
• T he point of view through which 

events  are seen. 

 Dice Man is  in fact an early, paper-
based hypercomic. 



Antecedent : Hypercomics 

 S ome other hypercomic examples , 
drawn from my own work: 
• P oCom-UK -0 0 1, 2 0 0 3 
• T he Formalist, 2 0 0 4  
• Four Derangements , 2 0 0 9  

 All at E -merl.com/hypercomics  
 Game Comics  could be seen as  a subset 

of the Hypercomic medium. 
 B ut clearly, not all hypercomics  are 

Game Comics , as  most lack: 
• T he key features  of games (rules , var iable 

outcome, player  effort and attachment, etc). 
• An emphasis  on the key features  of comics  

as  the bas is  for  gameplay. 



Imaginary Range: Antecedent? 



Imaginary Range: Antecedent? 
 Created by games company S quare 

E nix for  the iP ad in 2 0 11. 
 Describes  itself as  “ an adventure 

gamebook combining comics , music 
and gameplay for  a brand-new 
digital experience.“  

 P resents  itself as  a comic that is  
also a game. 

 B ut comic elements  and game 
elements  remain almost completely 
separate. 

 T his  is  another example of comics  
used as  a linking narrative 
sequence. T his  time, around a ser ies  
of mini-games . 



Imaginary Range: Antecedent? 
 Forces  you to read the comic as  

a ser ies  of s ingle panels  in order 
to access  game elements . 

 T his  delivery looses  or  minimizes  
some key aspects  of comics , i.e. 
J uxtaposition, closure, temporal 
maps. 

 Ultimately, as  a true fus ion of 
game and comic, a failure. 

 B ut points  towards  the mass ive 
potential of P ad computers  as  a 
platform for  interactive comics . 

 Neatly encapsulates  everything I 
think a Game Comic shouldn’t be. 
 



Game Comics: What  Should They Be? 

 L et’s  try for  a more precise 
definition. 

 Game Comics  are: 
Games that use the key features  of 
comics  (juxtaposed images , deliberate 
sequences , closure between panels , 
temporal maps  and space as  time) as  
the bas is  for  their  gameplay. 

 S o, what does  that actually mean?  
 What kind of games might we play 

in Game Comics?  



Game Comics: Adventure 

 Given comics  emphasis  on narrative, 
Adventure Games are an obvious  
place to s tart. 

 Here the temporal map aspect of 
comics  provides  unique gameplay 
opportunities  

 As the player  moves  through the 
game, their  choices  create a temporal 
map of comics  behind them. 

 An example work-in-progress  Game 
Comic - A  Duck Has  An Adventure: 
• http://e-merl.com/stuff/game.html 

 



Game Comics: Puzzle 

 P uzzle games that place their  
emphasis  on the manipulation 
and combination of different 
shapes  or  configurations . 

 T his  could potentially fit well 
with ideas  of J uxtaposition, 
sequence and closure in comics . 

 Imagine a game in the P ipe 
Mania mould where, instead of 
selecting pipe segments  to 
change the flow of water , the 
player  selects  comic panels  to 
win an argument by directing 
the flow of conversation. 



Game Comics: Hidden Object  

 Hidden Object games are a 
particularly popular area of casual 
gaming. 

 A Game Comic could focus  on 
Interrogating the artwork in panels  
to find the object hidden within 
them. 

 Dragging out and arranging these 
object to become the focus  of new 
panels  in the comic. 

 Certain juxtapositions  of 
objects/panels  open up new 
sequences  within the comic and 
send the temporal map off in new 
directions . 



Game Comics: St rategy 

 Imagine a turn-based strategy game 
of two people having a fight. 

 All the poss ible fighting moves  are 
repres ented as  different comic 
panels . 

 As the players  select their  moves  
and counter moves , the narrative of 
the fight builds  as  a comic between 
them. 

 Moves of different magnitude 
occupy different amounts  of 
available space on the page, or  
perhaps  take up larger panel 
counts , there-by also influencing 
player’s  s trategy. 



Games Comics: And Everything Else 

 T hese were a few examples  of my 
early ideas  for  the potential forms 
Game Comics  could take. 

 I’m sure there are a lot of other 
interesting poss ibilities  out there. 

 (S pace Invaders  as  a comic about 
selective memory after  a painful 
breakup! It could work! )  

 I hope by this  time next year  I’ll have 
a few more actual examples  to show 
and a little less  wild speculation. 



Games Comics: Game Over 

 S o, any questions?  
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